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Background
After conferring with the regional notification centers in California, one call centers in all other states
(excluding Hawaii and Alaska), and Board members Charland and Bernacchi, staff drafted
recommendations that include notification of “no ticket” damages and “no response” tickets. “No ticket”
violations are a primary concern as they are the leading cause of damages nationwide. “No response”
instances have historically been difficult to track because most states’ one-call centers either do not record
“no response” tickets or have lumped “no response” notifications into a “follow up” ticket category which
includes other notification types. Staff seeks Board and public input on recommendations listed at the end
of this report.
Discussion
Pursuant to Government Code section 4216.3(d), excavators shall notify the appropriate regional
notification center of the failure of an operator to identify subsurface installations. It is difficult to quantify
these instances, as most states categorize no response notifications as a “follow up” ticket which also
includes remark requests, ticket modifications, and information regarding damaged or exposed lines.
Currently, the regional notification centers in California do not have a standardized ticket type for “no
response”; instead, these notifications are combined into a category with all other “follow up” notifications.
California’s regional notification centers nonetheless estimate that there were approximately 30,000 “no
response” notifications in 2017. States that track “no response” instances report similarly large numbers.
The regional notification centers project that “no response” tickets will be standardized and categorized
separately from other “follow up” tickets by March 1, 2019. As excavators are prohibited from beginning
excavation until they receive a positive response, operators that fail to respond cause work delays, costing
excavators time and money, and in turn these pressures undermine trust in the state’s one-call centers and
can induce excavators to take unnecessary safety risks. Once the “no response” ticket is standardized and
categorized separately from other “follow up” tickets, the Board will be able to investigate “no response”
violations. These types of investigations can be done while the notification requirements, discussed during
the Board’s June meeting, continue through the regulatory process.
Per the Common Ground Alliance’s (CGA) 2016 Damage Information Reporting Tool (“DIRT”)
interactive report, the national average of damages due to excavators not having a ticket is 16%. This
percentage varies by state, with California having 10,074 reported damages in 2016, 45% percent of which
involved excavators not having a ticket (see Appendix A). These damages must be reported to the
subsurface installation operator (Government Code section 4216.4(c)(1)). If the board receives notification
from operators about “no ticket” damages on a regular basis, the Board will be able to investigate these
incidents in a timely manner. These instances will also be relatively straightforward to investigate for the
Board’s new investigative staff to pursue and can build a base of experience upon which to engage in more
complex investigations.
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Investigating damage “no ticket” and “no response” instances will support a positive safety culture
consistent with the proposed enforcement philosophy. Should a subsurface installation operator be willing
to provide “no ticket” damage notifications to the Board, that operator should provide all notifications
instead of pre-screening them so that the operator cannot be accused of picking and choosing who to “turn
in” for an investigation. These efforts will not supplant the notification requirements expected to be
operative as regulations in 2020.
Recommendation
Staff recommends the Board provide direction to Staff to engage with willing operators to provide
information pertaining to all damages stemming from “no ticket” violations on a regular basis. Staff also
recommends the Board provide direction to investigate “no response” tickets once they become available
in March 2019.
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